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CANONICAL BASES IN EXCELLENT CLASSES 
TAPANI HYTTINEN AND OLIVIER LESSMANN 
Abstract. We show that any (atomic) excellent class 5? can be expanded with hyperimaginaries to form 
an (atomic) excellent class J3T4''' which has canonical bases. When X is, in addition, of finite £/-rank, then 
Xc(l is also simple and has a full canonical bases theorem. This positive situation contrasts starkly with 
homogeneous model theory for example, where the e^-expansion may fail to be homogeneous. However, 
this paper shows that expanding an co-stable, homogeneous class 3? gives rise to an excellent class, which 
is simple if 5Z is of finite U-rank. 
Introduction. One of the central tools of geometric stability theory is that we may 
assume that the monster model £ has canonical bases i.e., for each complete type p 
over € there is an element Cb (p) e £ with the property that automorphisms of € fix 
p if and only if they fix Cb(p). Further, this canonical basis behaves extremely well 
with respect to the independence relation given by nonforking; this is the content of 
Shelah's Canonical Basis Theorem: For p a complete type over £ and A a subset of 
£ we have that p does not fork over A if and only if Cb (p) is in the algebraic closure 
of A, and p \ A is, in addition, stationary if and only if Cb (p) is in the definable 
closure of A. 
Obtaining canonical bases in a stable first order theory is achieved by expanding 
the language of the original theory with a new sort SE for each definable equivalence 
relation E, which is then interpreted as the set of equivalence classes a/E, for a e €. 
These new elements are called imaginaries. The crucial point is that, not only does 
this expansion provide the necessary canonical bases, but it also preserves all the 
important features; completeness, saturation, categoricity, stability, and so forth. 
Trying to do this for simple, rather than stable, first order theories is still possible 
(as shown by Bradd Hart, Bynghan Kim, and Anand Pillay in [HKP]) but more 
delicate, as one is lead to consider type-definable equivalence relations (the added 
elements are called hyper-imaginaries). In particular, the expansion is no longer 
first order (but homogeneous and manageable). 
Another motivation is that groups appearing in geometric model theory are often 
only interpretable (that is, they are obtained as a quotient of a definable set by a 
definable equivalence relation). Expanding with imaginaries allows one to assume 
that they are definable. Then, the whole first order theory of stable groups apply 
and a lot of information is known on such groups. 
The goal of this paper is to find such a well-behaved expansion in the context of 
excellent classes. Excellence is a property originally defined by S. Shelah (see [Sh87a] 
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and [Sh87b] in his work around categoricity for nonelementary classes which has 
found applications in Boris Zilber's work on complex exponetiation (see [Zi]). 
Groups in the context of excellent classes have been studied in [HLS]. We also 
examine the particular case when the class we start with has finite [/-rank. This is a 
natural assumption as all the classes studied by Zilber have finite [/-rank, and it is 
shown in [HyLe] that uncountably categorical classes are essentially of finite [/-rank. 
In this paper, we fix an excellent atomic class 3t in a countable language L and 
work in the full model €. 
We consider the set TE (3?) of type-definable equivalence relations on the models 
of 3?, so we will expand our structures with hyper-imaginaries. A basic technical 
problem is that we would like to keep the new language countable (to preserve 
the existence of countable models and co-stability), so we fix a countable subset 
% of TE{X). We show that if we expand the language L to a language Lg-
containing a new sort for each equivalence relation £ £ ? , interpreted in £ as 
the set of equivalence classes a/E, and a new function symbol F%, interpreted as 
FE{O) = a/E, then the resulting class 3tg is atomic and excellent. This expansion 
also preserves the categoricity spectrum and furthermore, if 3Z is of finite [/-rank 
(and hence simple, see [HyLe]), then 3fs is simple. 
This contrasts already starkly with the homogeneous case: Even if 3t is homoge-
neous and co-stable, 3ZS may fail to be homogeneous. However, our result shows 
that 3?g is still excellent. Furthermore, without stability, even if 3Z was simple, 
then 3ZW can fail to be simple (see [BY]). One of the reasons why this works here is 
that the co-stability of 3t implies that we have a good behaviour of indiscernibles in 
the hyper-imaginaries. 
In the second part of the paper, we show that we can choose a countable set £? 
such that each complete type over Cg e 3Tg has a canonical basis and satisfies 
the Canonical Basis Theorem; we call the resulting class 3Zeq and its models Meq. 
We do this at two levels of generality: Under the assumption that 3Z is excellent (in 
this case we work with splitting and types over models) and under the assumption 
that 3? is excellent and of finite [/-rank (in this we we work with Lascar-splitting 
and types over all sets). In this paper, we prove two main theorems. They are 
versions of the Canonical Basis Theorem at two levels of generality. In the context 
of excellence: 
The main theorem of the paper is the Canonical Basis Theorem: 
THEOREM. Let 3Z be an excellent, atomic class in the countable language L. Let 
€ € 3Z be full. Then 3Teq is excellent and atomic in the countable language Leq, 
and €eq e 3Zeq is full. Also, for each complete p over €eq, there exists an element 
Cb(p) £ €eq with the property that 
f{p) = p if and only if f(Cb (/>)) = Cb (p), for each / e Aut{€eq). 
The element Cb (p) in the previous theorem is called the em canonical basis of p. 
We can prove a better theorem if we assume, in addition, that 31 has finite [/-rank: 
THEOREM. Let 3Z be an excellent, atomic class in the countable language L and 
of finite [/-rank. Let C e 3? be full. Then 3Zeq is simple, excellent, atomic in the 
countable language Leq, and €eq 6 3feq is full. Moreover, for each complete type p 
over €eq, the canonical basis Cb (p) has the following two properties: 
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(1) p is an independent extension of p \ A if and only if Cb(p) £ bcleq(A), 
(2) if A is finite, then p is the only independent extension of the stationary p \ A 
if and only if Cb (p) £ dcleq{A). 
The key tool is type-definability of types over models (initially shown by Shelah 
in [Sh48]) and stationarity of Lascar strong types (shown by the authors in [HyLe]). 
The paper is organised as follows. The first section contains basic results on 
expanding an atomic class with invariant equivalence relations. The second section 
is concerned with the excellent case and contains the first canonical basis theorem 
above. The last section is concerned with the case when the initial class is of finite 
C/-rank. For all relevant preliminaries on the basics of excellence the reader is 
invited to consult [Le2] or [HyLe] where simplicity is introduced at this level of 
generality. 
We finish this introduction by giving a very simple example of objects studied 
in this paper. Let Jf be the class of all models M as follows: M interprets two 
binary predicates E and F so that the interpretations are equivalence relations with 
infinitely many equivalence classes, F is finer than E and each £-equivalence class 
is split by F into countably many F -equivalence classes so that for all non-zero 
natural numbers n there is exactly one class of size n. Then X is an atomic totally 
categorical excellent class (even homogeneous), it is co-stable and of finite £/-rank 
(even quasi-minimal) and (thus) simple. Now, for all sets X of natural numbers 
one can define a type-definable equivalence relation Ex as follows: {a, b) £ Ex if 
E(a,b) holds and the sizes of a/F and b/F are either both in X or neither is in 
X. A straigth forward Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse-game argument shows that if A' and it's 
complement are infinite then Ex is not definable. 
§0. Expanding with hyperimaginaries. In this section, we show that expanding 
naturally an atomic class with countably many type-definable equivalence relations 
gives rise to an atomic class with similar properties. 
Let JP be the class of atomic models of a complete first order theory T in the 
countable language L. We make a few observations concerning type-definable (over 
the empty set) equivalence relations on the models of X. 
Suppose that E(x, y) is a type-definable relation and let M -< N £ 3Z. IfE(x, y) 
is an equivalence relation on JV, then clearly it is an equivalence relation on M, but 
the converse holds also: If E(x, y) fails to be reflexive on N, then for some a £ N 
and some formula <j>{x, y) £ E we have N \= -i0(a, a). Let a' £ M realise tp(a/0) 
{a' exists since N is atomic). Then M f= -^</>(a', a') so E is not reflexive on M. If 
E(x,y) is not symmetric on N, then for some a,b £ N realising E(x,y) there is 
4>{x,y) £ E such that N \= ~^<t>(b, a). Again, let a'b' £ M realise tp(ab/<D). Then 
a'b' realise E(x, y) but b'a' does not realise E(x, y), so E is not symmetric on M. 
The transitivity is similar: If a,b,c £ N are such that E(a, b), E(b, c) but a, c do 
not realise E(x,y), then a'b'c' £ M realising tp(ac>c/0) witness the failure of the 
transitivity of £ on M. Thus, a type E(x, y) defines an equivalence relation on one 
model of X if and only if it defines an equivalence relation on all models of 3£. 
Further, if E\, E2 are type definable equivalence relations which are distinct on N 
and M -< N, then E\ and E2 are distinct on M: if (a, b) £ N realise E\ but not E2, 
then (a1, b') £ M realising tp(at>/0) realise E\ but not E2. 
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Finally, if M e K is strongly co-homogeneous (for example when M is countable), 
then any subset of M is invariant if and only if it is type-definable (as M is also 
atomic): Certainly, if X is type-definable, then X is invariant in M. For the converse, 
suppose that X is invariant. Let Sx = {tp(a/0) : a £ M \ X} and let <j>p \= p for 
each p e Sx- Then, by invariance of X and strong co-homogeneity of M, a e X if 
and only if a \= f\{~«j>p : p € Sx}, so X is type-definable. 
In order to simplify notation, we assume that the models in 3V are one-sorted. 
However, our expansions are many sorted and we want to iterate the expansion 
construction and so we give definitions in a form which allows models in 3T to be 
many sorted but we prove everything under the assumption that the models are 
one-sorted. From this, it is easy to see that everything holds also in the case when 
the models in 3t are many sorted. By S(M) we denote the set of all elements of M 
of sort S. 
DEFINITION 0.1. We let TE (3f) to be the collection of type-definable equivalence 
relations E on the models M o f J such that 
E C (S0(M) x • • • x S„{M)) x (So(M) x • • • x S„(M)) 
for some sorts So,...,S„. 
The remarks above the definition show that TE {3?) corresponds to the invariant 
equivalence relations on the unique countable model of 3t. 
We would like to expand the language L with a new sort for each E € TE{5f). 
Unfortunately, the set TE (3f) may have size continuum, so the size of the expanded 
language would change. This would immediately prevent the existence of countable 
models in the expanded class, and destroy co-stability and tto-categoricity. Thus, 
we always consider countable subsets of TE {3t) (containing =) to form our ex-
pansions. We will see later in this paper that considering countable expansions is 
enough. In practice, it will always be convenient to assume closedness under Uni-
tary operations, like finite intersections or cartesian products, but it is not necessary 
here. 
For the rest of this section, let W C TE(3f) be countable containing the equality 
for each sort S of the models of 31., these relations are denoted by = (S). For each 
E e 2?, the language L? will contain a new sort SE and a new function symbol FE 
from the appropriate sort S=[SQ) X • • • X S=^S^ into the sort SE- For M e 3T, the 
model Ms is the natural expansion of M in LF where the sort SE is interpreted as 
{ajE : a e S0{M) x • • • x S„{M)} with identification of S= ( S ( ) (Mr) with St(M) 
and we let FE(a) = a/E, with a e SQ{M) X • • • X S„(M). In keeping with the 
name used for them in first order simplicity theory [HKP], we call hyperimaginaries 
the elements a/E e Mg. 
If Mw -< Ns then M -< N, and more generally if g : M r —> Ng is elementary in 
the language L?, then the restriction to M is elementary (in L) into N. If M -< N, 
then not necessarily M r -< Ng, as there is some arbitrariness in forming the 
expansion. However, the following holds: 
PROPOSITION 0.2. Let f : M —> N be an elementary map. Then there exists 
a unique LF-elementary map fs : Mg —» Ng. Further, if f : M —> N is an 
isomorphism, then fs : Ms —> Ns is an isomorphism. 
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PROOF. We define f*(a/E) := f(a)/E, for each a/E e Ms and E G W. This 
is well-defined: If a/E = b/E in M r then E(a,b) in M, so E{f{a),f{b)) in TV 
so Afr \= f{a)/E — f{b)/E. It is now easy to show that fs is elementary. The 
uniqueness is clear so is the last sentence. H 
So starting from the same model M, all the ^-expansions are isomorphic; this is 
why, when it does not matter, we may simply say Mg, as though it were uniquely 
defined. The following consequence will be used repeatedly: 
PROPOSITION 0.3. Let Mg -< Ns and let f be an automorphism of Ng fixing M 
(i.e., S=(Mg)). Then f fixes Mg. 
PROOF. The restriction of / to Mg is an elementary map into Ng which coincides 
with id : Mg —> Ng (also elementary) on M. Thus / is the identity on Ms by 
uniqueness (Proposition 0.2). H 
REMARK 0.4. Note that if E(x,y) e TE{3£) and E'(xx',yy') is defined by 
E(x,y) (that is, we add dummy variables), then E'(xx',yy') € TE{M). Also, 
if E](x, y) and E2(x,y) G TE(3?) and E(x,y) holds if and only if E\{x, y) and 
Ei(x,y) both hold, then E{x,y) e TE(Jf). So, by closing «? under dummy 
variables and finite intersections, we can reduce tuples of elements to elements: If 
ai/Ei are given, for i < n, with Et{xi, j,-) G ^ , we can consider 
E-(xi ...x„-i,yi ...y„-\) G W 
defined by E,-(XJ, yi) and then 
E{x\ ...x„-i,yi ...y„-i) G W 
given by the intersection oiE\, for i <n. Then the tuple ao/Eo,..., a„jEn-\ G M r 
is interdefinable with the element (ao,...,a„-i)/E. 
We now consider homogeneity. Recall that a model M is strongly X-homogeneous, 
for a cardinal X, if whenever a,b € M are sequences of length less than A and 
tpL(a/0) = tpL(A/0) then there exists an automorphism fofM such that / ( a ) = b. 
Observe that since any A C Ng is in the L? -definable closure (in the first order 
sense) of some A' C TV, and if / is an automorphism of N fixing A' and sending 
a to b. Then /*" is an automorphism of Ns fixing A sending a to b. However, 
this does not imply that Ng is strongly A-homogeneous if N is, as we need to move 
elements which may not be in S={NS). In general actually, A-strong homogeneity 
is not preserved for uncountable X, but it is for X = co: 
PROPOSITION 0.5. Let M G 3? be strongly co-homogeneous. Then Mg is strongly 
(o-homogeneous {in Lg). 
PROOF. We must show that if 
tpL4a0/E0, • • •. a„-i/E„-i/9) = tpLr(b0/E0,..., bn-i/E„-i/9), (*) 
then there is an automorphism of M ? sending each a,/is, to bj/Ej, for i < n. 
Let (j)(xo, •••, x„-\) G LF be the formula 
3 z 0 . . . 3 z „ _ i ( / \ x ; = FEl(zi) A^(z 0 , . . . , z n _ i ) ) , 
i<n 
where y/ isolates the type tpL(ao,..., a„_i/0). Then since 
<f> G tpLg(a0/E0,... ,a„-i/E„-i/<l)), 
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by (*) there are b'0,..., b'n_l e M realising tpL(ao, • • •, a„_i/0), such that Mg (= 
bj/Et = bj/Ei,foTi < n. By strong co-homogeneity ofM, there is an automorphism 
/ of M such that /(a,-) = b\ for i < n. By Proposition 0.2, this automorphism / 
extends uniquely to an automorphism / r of Mg which sends a,/is, to &,'/£,- and 
hence bj/Ef, for /' < n. H 
PROPOSITION 0.6. 77ze models M r are atomic {in I?) for each M e Jf. 
PROOF. Let a,-/2i,- G M r for ;' < n be given. We must show that the type 
tpLr {a0/E0,..., a„_i/£„_i/0) 
is isolated. Let 0(*o> • • •. *n-i) be as in the previous proof. Let bt/Ej for i < n 
with Ms (= <j>(bo/Eo, • ••, b„-\/E„-\). We may assume that M is countable, so like 
the previous proof there is an automorphism o f M r sending bj/Ei to at/Ej, which 
proves that c6 f= tpLr {a0/E0,..., a„-\/E„-\/$). H 
DEFINITION 0.7. Let 3?s = {M% : M e Jf}. 
The next proposition is an easy consequence of the work we have done: 
PROPOSITION 0.8. The class 3?^ consists of the atomic models in the countable 
language Lg of the first order theory T® = Th]j{Ms), where M is the countable 
model of 3?. 
Furthermore, we have also shown that: 
PROPOSITION 0.9. (1) If X has the amalgamation property then 3?s has the 
amalgamation property. 
(2) IfX has the joint embedding property then Xs has the joint embedding prop-
erty. 
(3) IfX is categorical in some cardinal X, then 3?g is categorical in X. 
The first item is significant here: Even though AP holds, SAP, that is the Set 
Amalgamation Property, can fail for <Tr even though it holds for 3Z (this is the same 
as saying that homogeneity is not preserved). The third item uses the countability 
ofg\ 
In principle, there could now be essentially new type-definable equivalence relation 
(in the language Vs). This, however, is not the case: 
PROPOSITION 0.10. If E isanV -type-definable equivalence relation on S= (M r )" , 
thenE e TE(Jf). 
PROOF. Since 3?^ is atomic, we may assume that M is countable, (see the remark 
following Definition 0.1). 
So, let E{x,y) by Lr-type definable on {a/ =: a e M}. Then E(x,y) is in-
variant on M (in the language L): If / e Aut(M) and E(a, b), then ipL{ab/%) = 
t p L ( / ( a ) / ( * ) / 0 ) . w h i c n i m P l i e s t h a t tPL»(ab/9) = tpL ,( / (a) / t f>)/0) (since / 
extends to an automorphism fs of M r which agrees with / on M). Hence, 
E(f {a), f (b)), since E(x,y) C tpLr(a,Z?/0), so E is invariant on M. But invari-
ance in M implies type-definable in L, since M is strongly co-homogeneous. H 
§ 1. Preserving excellence and simplicity. Throughout this section, we assume that 
the atomic class J3T in the countable language L is also excellent i.e., 3V is w-stable 
(see Definition 1.3) and satisfies Definition 1.6 below (recall that the reader is invited 
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to consult [Le2] for the basic properties of excellent classes). We fix £ a large full 
model of Jf and work inside € (i.e., £ is the monster model). 
We fix a countable 3? C J? containing =, and we may assume that §T is closed 
under dummy variables and finite intersections. We will show in a series of propo-
sitions that 3Z* is also excellent, and further, if SZ is excellent and of finite t/-rank, 
then 3?^ is excellent and simple. 
We have already established that 3Z^ is the class of atomic models of a countable 
first order theory Tg. We now make an easy remark regarding types over models. 
REMARK 1.1. Let 5Z be excellent, € e 3t full and M r -< <&. Then tpL (a/M) = 
tpL(b/M), then tpLr {a/Mg) = VpLg {b/Mg)\ This is since there exists an automor-
phism / of the full model £, which sends a to b. Then fg is an automorphism of 
£ r fixing M f sending a to 6 by Proposition 0.3. Thus, in an excellent class JT the 
type tp(a/M) isolates the type tpLs ( a / M r ) . 
Since 3? is excellent, then 3Z has AP, so ^ also has AP. Recall that M e 3? 
is X-model homogeneous for a cardinal A, if whenever M0 -< N, with M0 -< M and 
||iV|| < A, there exists an elementary map g : N —> M which is the identity on MQ. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. M & 3? is X-model homogeneous if and only if Mg G 3ts is 
X-model homogeneous. 
PROOF. Both directions are similar, so we prove only one. Let M^ -< Mg, and 
M^ -< Ns with Ng of size less than X. Then Mo -< N and by A-model homogeneity 
of M there exists an elementary map / : N —> M which is the identity on MQ. 
Now fg : Ng —• Mg is elementary, and since id : Mf —> Ng coincides with 
/ r on S={MQ), then fg must be the identity on Mf. Thus M r is A-model 
homogeneous. H 
The previous proposition implies that €g is model-homogeneous, and it is unique 
up to isomophism (by AP). 
DEFINITION 1.3. A model is X-stable if it realises only X many complete types over 
subsets of size at most X. A class of models 31 is X-stable if each model is A-stable. 
If, in addition, 31 has AP, then it is easy to see that the following are equivalent: 
(1) 3Z is 1-stable; 
(2) for each M e St of size X, the following set of types over M has size X: 
{tp(a/M N) : a e N, M •< N £ 37}. 
(3) Every model realises at most X types over elementary submodels of size X. 
The next proposition uses the countability of'S (though we could get away with 
defining stability per sort). 
PROPOSITION 1A. 3t^ is ^-stable. 
PROOF. Suppose that M r e 3t^ realises uncountably many types over a count-
able submodel Ns. By taking an elementary extension of Ms if necessary, we 
may assume that M is uncountable and full (since 3t is excellent). Let {ai/Ei : 
i < w\) realise distinct types over Ng. Since % is countable, we may assume that 
Ej = Ej = E for i < j . Then by co-stability of M, there are i < j such that 
tpL(dj/N) = tpL(aj/N). Since M is full, there is an automorphism of M fixing 
N such that / (a,) = aj. Then fg is an automorphism of M8" fixing Nr (by 
Proposition 0.2) sending ai/E to aj/E, a contradiction. H 
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We now consider the independence relation used to define excellence. It is based 
on nonsplitting. Recall that tp(a/B) splits over A C B if there are b,c e B 
with tp{b/A) = tp(c/A) but tp(ab/A) ^ tp(ac/A) i.e., there is cf>(x,y) 6 L with 




if and only if for each finite a € A there exists a finite B' C B such that tp(a/BC) 
does not split over B'. This independence relation is always monotone, invariant, 
and with finite character, and moreover, when the sets are models, we have symmetry, 
transitivity, extension, and stationarity. We now consider independent systems: 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let n < to. A system of models {Ms : s C n) is an independent 
n-system if 
(1) Ms <M,\is C t. 
ns 
(2) Ms ^L Mt, for each s, t C n. 
Msnt 
Recall that a model M G J i s primary over a set A if M = A U {a, : i < a}, 
where the type of a, over A U {aj : j < i} is isolated. Primary models are always 
prime and it is not difficult to see that, at this level of generality, prime models over 
countable sets are primary. 
We now remind the reader of the definition of excellence in this context. 
DEFINITION 1.6. The co-stable class 5? is excellent if for each «-independent sys-
tem of countable models (Ms : s C n), n < co, there exists a primary model over 
[j{Ms :sCn}. 
The next proposition considers 2-dimensional independent systems: 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let M^ -< Mf be models. Then 
ns ns 
Mi X M2 if and only if Mf J^ Mf. 
M0 Ml 
ns 
PROOF. First, let us assume that Mf X Mf. Let a e M\ be given. Then, 
Ml 
there exist Z>, e MQ for / < n such that tpLr (a/Mf) does not split over the finite 
setbo/Eo.. .b„-\/E„-i. In particular, tpLg(a/Mf)) does not split over bo .. .bn-\\ 
if c',d' e Mf have the same L r type over bo.. .b„-\, then they must have the 
same / / - type over bo/Eo • • • b„-.\/E„-i. But then tp{a/M2) does not split over 
bo .. .b„~i by Remark 1.1. 
ns 
For the converse, assume that Mi J^ M2. Let at/Et e Mf for/ < n. Let 6, e Mo 
Mo 
for j < m such that tp(«o . •. a„-1/M2) does not split over fe0 • • -bm-\. We claim that 
tpLy (ao/Eo • • • an-\/E„-\/Mf) does not split over bo • • • 6m-i • Otherwise, there are 
finite sequences c/E', d/E' e Mf with the same Lr-type over bo ... bm-\ such that 
the sequences 
aojEo ... an-\lEn-ic/E' and ao/Eo... an-\/En-\d/E' 
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have distinct / / - type over b§...bm-\. We can choose d' £ M2 so that Mf \= 
d'/E' = d/E' and tp(cbo. • -bm-\) — tp(d'bo .. .bm-\) (see the proof of Proposi-
tion 0.5). Thus, the sequences 
ao/E0 • • • an~\/E„-\c/E' and a0/E0 ... an-\/En-\d'/E' 
have distinct / / - types over bo...bm-\, but then tp(ao • • .a„-\c/b(>.. .bm-\) ^ 
tp(ao •• -Un-id'/bo •• .bm-\), a contradiction. H 
From this, the next proposition follows immediately: 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let (Mf : s C n) be such that Mf -< Mf for s C t. Then 
(Mf : s C n) is an independent n-system ifand only if (Ms : s C n) is an independent 
n-system. 
We write that a G bel {A) (bounded closure) if the number of realizations in the 
monster model £ ofVp(a/A) is bounded i.e., less than the size of the monster model. 
We write that a e del (A) (definable closure) if there is a formula <f> and b e A such 
that a is the only realization of <f>(x, b) in the monster model. We write bclg and 
def when the closures are taken in €g. Notice that Mg = dcls(M). 
Now we have almost shown that if 3? is excellent then so is JT8'. Only the 
following simple observation is needed: Suppose A C £, B C dcls (A) is such that 
A C B and M C C is primary over ^4. Then M r is primary over B (clearly M 
is constructible over B, Mg is constructible over MB and M r is an elementary 
submodel of £ r and so also 1? c Mg). 
THEOREM 1.9. If 3? is excellent then 3ts is excellent. Furthermore M e 9Z is full 
if and only ifMg e ^ ^ w/w//. 
PROOF. We must show that for any n and for any independent n-system (Mf : 
s C n) of countable models, there exists Mg primary over 1 J J C „ Mf. 
So let (Mf : s C «) be an n-independent system of countable models. Then 
(Mj : s C n) is an ^-independent system of countable models so by excellence of 5? 
there exists M primary over \JsCn Ms. By the observation above, M r is as wanted. 
The furthermore part follows from Proposition 1.2 (it is easy to see under the 
definition of excellence that uncountable full models and uncountable model ho-
mogeneous models coincide and so if M is model homogeneous then so is M8" by 
Proposition 1.2). H 
In order to consider simplicity, we have to look at a different independence rela-
tion, based on Lascar splitting. For this, we examine the behaviour of indiscernibles. 
DEFINITION 1.10. We say that (a,fE : / < co) C <£F is strongly indiscernible over A 
if for each X, we can find (at/E : co < i < A) with the property that any permutation 
of (at/E : i < X) extends to an automorphism of €s fixing A. 
The next lemma is the key reason why independence is well-behaved here. 
LEMMA 1.11. Let (a„/E : n < co) C Cr be strongly indiscernible over the finite 
set bo/Eo... bm-\/E„-\. Then there exist (a'n : n < w) C € and b\ e €for i < m 
such that bj/Ej = b'jEi for i < m and (a'n : n < co) is strongly indiscernible over 
b'o-K-v 
PROOF. By strong indiscernibility of (a„/E : n < co) in C r , we can find (at/E : 
i < X) extending (a„/E : n < co) strongly indiscernible over bo/Eo ... bn-\/En-\. 
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Then by co-stability and excellence of <£, we can find (ain : n < co) strongly in-
discernible in <£ over bo...bn-\. By strong indiscernibility of (a,-/2? : i < X) over 
bo/Eo ... bn-\/E„-\, there is an automorphism fg of Cr fixing bi/Ej, i < m. such 
that f*(ain/E) = a„/E, for each n < w. Let a'„ = fg{ain) and b\ := fs{bt). 
These are as desired. H 
The next definition was introduced in [HyLe] at this level of generality. 
DEFINITION 1.12. We say that tp(a/y4) Lascar-splits over B C A if there is a 
strongly B-indiscernible sequence (a, : i <co) with ao, a\ & A such that 
tp(aa0/B)^tp(aal/B). 
PROPOSITION 1.13. Let A C M finite and A' C M r such that dclw{A) = 
dclg (A1). Then tp(a/M) Lascar-splits over A ifipLw {a/E/Mg) Lascar-splits over A'. 
PROOF. SO suppose that tpLw{a/E/Mg) Lascar-splits over A'. Let (bt/F : i <co) 
be strongly indiscernible over A' with bo/F b\/F e Mg and tpLi? {a/E, bo/F/A') ^ 
tp(a/E,b\/F/A'). By the previous lemma (and atomicity of Mg), we may as-
sume that (bt : i < co) are strongly A -indiscernible (in M). Since tpL(abo/A) ^ 
tp(ab\/A), we are done. H 
We write a d- B and say that tp(a/AB) is a free extension of tp{a/A) if there 
A 
is finite CCA such that for all D Z} AB there is b realizing tp(a/AB) such that 
ip{b/D) does not Lascar-split over C. We write A d- C if for all (finite) a e ^4, 
B 
ad,C. For models M and finite A C M, a d^M it and only if tp(a/M) does not 
5 A 
Lascar-split over A, see [HyLe]. 
Suppose that MQ -< Mf for I — 1,2. Then the previous proposition shows that 
Mf d, Mf if and only if Mj d, M>. 
Mf Mo 
We now show that simplicity follows from finiteness of C/-rank. Simplicity means 
that the independence notion d- has all the usual properties of non-forking. In 
excellent classes, C/-rank can be defined as in the elementary case for types over 
models. Then we say that Jf is of finite (/-rank if for all a e €, there is n < co 
such that for all M C C, the [/-rank of tp(a/M) is < n (whether a is a singleton 
or a finite tuple is irrelevant in this definition). The main result of [HyLe] is that if 
Jf has finite [/-rank, then it must be simple. For more on simplicity and £/-rank, 
see [Lei] and [HyLe]. 
THEOREM 1.14. If 9^ is excellent and of finite U-rank then 3£^ is excellent and 
simple. 
PROOF. Since we have already shown that 3?® is excellent, by the result of [HyLe], 
it is enough to show that JT^ is of finite {/-rank. This is clear by the previous 
proposition. -\ 
One can prove this theorem also essentially as the related result was proved in 
[Hy] or [HyLe]. From that proof, a weaker property than finiteness of [/-rank 
implies the simplicity of 5Z®, but that property is still stronger than simplicity of 3£ 
is simple. It is not clear to us, whether simplicity of Jf alone implies the simplicity 
ofjr2". 
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We finish this section with a corollary which provides further evidence that excel-
lent classes are natural, appearing as the closure of homogeneous classes. 
COROLLARY 1.15. Let 31 be a homogeneous co-stable atomic class of models. Then 
5? is co-stable and excellent. If 5? is, in addition, of finite U-rank, then 3fg is 
excellent and simple. 
PROOF. This follows immediately from the fact that 3f must be excellent. H 
§2. Expanding with canonical bases; the general case. In this section, we fix an 
excellent atomic class 3£ and work inside a large full model € e 3f. We will consider 
nonsplitting and types over models, and in particular global types which are those 
types over <£. 
Global types have the following immediate property with respect to nonsplitting. 
The proof is clear from the definitions and the strong co-homogeneity of €. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let p e Sat(<£) andlet C C <t be finite. The following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) f(p) =p for each feAut(C/C). 
(2) p does not split over C. 
Furthermore, (2) implies (1) also without the assumption that C is finite. 
We now consider type-definability of types over models: 
DEFINITION 2.2. We say that p e Sat(M) is type definable over C c M if for each 
cj){x, y) there exists a type d?(y, c) over C such that for each b e M we have 
<f>(x, b) e p if and only if b \= d^{y, c). 
We call the type d?(x,c) the definition of<f> in p over c. It is clear that the definition 
is (semantically) unique. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let p e Sat(Af) and C C M be finite. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) p does not split over C. 
(2) p is type-definable over C. 
PROOF. (2) implies (1) is clear, so let us prove (1) implies (2): Assume that p 
does not split over C. Let c be an enumeration of C. Let p e Sat(<£) be the unique 
nonsplitting (over c) extension of p. It is enough to show that p is type-definable 
over c. For <j>(x,b) and b e t , then <f>{x,b) e p if and only if cj>(x, f(b)) € p 
for any automorphism / of € fixing c (this is simply by nonsplitting). Thus, this 
property is invariant over c. By strong co-homogeneity and atomicity of €, this 
implies immediately that there is a type d£(y, c) over c such that b (= d^{yY if and 
only if cj)(x,b) e p (see the observation before Definition 0.1). This shows that p 
(hence p) is type-definable over c. H 
Now, each p e Sat(M) does not split over a finite set c, and is therefore type-
definable over c. This allows us to define an invariant equivalence relation 
Ep{c,c') 
to hold if for any b £ £ and for any <f>(x, y), 
b\=d!{y,c) if and only if b (= dpAy,c'). 
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DEFINITION 2.4. Let g'(jr) C TE(X) be the closure of {EP : p G Sat(M)}, 
where M G % is the unique countable model, under all first order operations. 
Notice that % (J?) does not depend on M since any two countable submodels of £ 
are automorphic (since 9£ is atomic, countable models are full and thus isomorphic, 
even over any finite common part). Furthermore g'(JT) is countable. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let % = W{%). For each p G Sat(C) there exists an element 
Cb (p) G <£? such that 
f{p) = p ifandonlyiff(Cb(p)) = Cb(p), (*) 
for any automorphism f of<tf. 
Furthermore, Cb (p) is unique up to interdefinability {in LF). 
PROOF. Let p G Sat(£) be given and choose c C £ such that p does not split over 
c. Let N be a countable model containing c. Then N is automorphic to M over c. 
Hence, we may assume that N = M (in the definition of g7). Let Ep eW associated 
with p \ M. Let 0> (/>) := c/£^. 
Let / be an automorphism of £ r such that f(p) = p. To show that f(Cb (p)) = 
Cb(p), it is enough to show that isp(c, / ( c ) ) . Let <p(x,b) be given. Then0(x, Z>) G 
/> if and only if b \= d?(y,c). But p = f(p) so <p(x,b) G p if and only if 
^ (x , i ) G /(/>) if and only if b \= d>(y,f{c)). Thus E?{c,f{c)). 
Now suppose that / is an automorphism of <£? such that Ep(c,f(c)). Then 
4>{x,b) G /? if and only if b \= d?(y,c) if and only if b (= d?{y,f{c)) (since 
EP{c,f{c))) if and only i f / " 1 (6) f= ^ ( j , c ) if and only if <j>(x, f~l(b)) G /? if 
and only if <f>(x, b) G f{p). Thus/? = /(/>)• 
For the last sentence, if d G £ r is such that f(d) — d if and only if /(/») = /? 
for any / G ^ w ^ 8 " ) , then / ( J ) = d if and only if f(Cb{p)) = Cb{p). This 
implies that d is the only realisation of the isolated type tpLe (d/Cb (/>)) and C& (/>) 
the only realisation of the isolated type tpL!e{Cb (p)/d). Thus, d and Cb (p) are 
interdefinable inL*\ H 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let 3£ be an excellent class, and p G Sat(£). We call an element 
c G £ the canonical basis for pifc has the property that 
/ ( c ) = c if and only if f(p) = p, for each automorphism / of £. 
We say that Jf has canonical bases if each p G Sat(£) has a canonical basis. 
The previous theorem does not quite show that £ r has canonical bases, as we 
have provided one only for global types in the equality sort. However, remedying 
this is easy; we simply iterate the process co-times: Let «?o = S'(^o)- We let 
3Z\ = (^o) r ° and call M\ G X\ the expansion of MQ. By work done so far, %\ is 
an atomic, excellent class in a countable language. Inductively, having constructed 
an atomic, excellent class in a countable language Ln and M„ an expansion of 
M in this language (unique up to isomorphism), we let 3£n+\ = (M'nf", where 
f „ = f (JT„) computed with M„, and let Mn+\ = Mf". We consider Leq the union 
of all L„ and for each N G 5? we let Neq be the expansion of N in Leq which extends 
all Ln (this is unambiguous). We make a remark familiar from the elementary case. 
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REMARK 2.7. Let us look at the second step in the iteration: Suppose £ e ? i 
is such that on M r ° G J?i, E is a subset of 5£ ( l(Mr°) x • • • x S £ J M ? 1 ) . Let 
E* G TE{J?) be such that 
£*((ao,---,an),(&o,... A ) ) 
holds iff 
E({ao/E0,..., a„/E„), {b0/E0,... ,bn/En)) 
holds. Then if we identify the class (a0,..., a„)/E* with (ao/Eo,..., a„/E„)/E, we 
see that (M*")^E^ is essentially the same structure as M*° uiE'\ everything that is 
type definable in one is also type definable in the other. Thus we will not distinguish 
E and E* and in the inductive process above, Wn simply corresponds to a larger 
subset %'n C TE{3?), so that we could have achieved the expansion 3£eq with one 
subset E' C TE(3£), namely \Jn<0J f „. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let 9£ be an excellent atomic class in the countable language L. 
Then 3Zeq is excellent, atomic, and has canonical bases. 
PROOF. The key point is that any type p G Sat(£e?) in finitely many variables, is 
the only extension of a type p„ in Sat (€?") which follows from Remark 1.1. Then, 
the canonical basis for p„ (and hence p) exists in <£%"+], hence in €.eq. H 
We finish this section with an easy observation, which we need in the next section. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Suppose 9Z is an excellent atomic class in the countable language 
L and let W = W{3£}. Let p G Sat(C) and let q G Sa t(£r) be the unique extension of 
p. Then q does not split over a finite set A C C8" if and only if Cb (p) G dclg(A). In 
particular, if p G Sat(Ce?) then p does not split over a finite set A C £eq if and only if 
Cb(p) £dcleq(A). 
PROOF. Since q does not split over a finite set A if and only if f{q) = q for any 
automorphism / of €* fixing A and since q is the unique extension of p, q does 
not split over a finite set A if and only if / (p) = p for any automorphism / of £? 
fixing A. So if Cb (p) G del*(A), q does not split over A. 
For the converse, if q does not split over finite A, then any automorphism of €g 
fixing A fixes q and thus p and thus fixes Cb (p). This implies that Cb (p) is the 
only element realising tp(Cb (p)/A), so Cb (p) G del*(A). 
The in particular part follows as in the proof of the previous theorem. H 
§3. Expanding with canonical bases; the case of finite [/-rank. Assume that 3V 
is excellent and of finite C/-rank. Then we have an independence relation which 
satisfies all the usual properties of nonforking, and for which Lascar strong types 
are stationary, see [HyLe]. In order to obtain a better Canonical Basis Theorem, 
we will expand L, not only with Ep, but also with equivalence relations capturing 
equality between Lascar strong types. 
Let us consider Lascar strong types over finite sets: Notice that 
Lstp(a/c) = Lstp(Z)/c) 
if and only if Ls tp ( / ( a ) / / ( c ) ) = Ls tp( / (6 ) / / (c ) ) . Also, since equality between 
Lascar strong types of n-tuples over the finite set c is c-invariant, then there exists 
a type E{x,y; c) over c representing it in <£. Notice also that if tp(c'/0) = tp(c/0), 
then E(x,y;c') represents equality of Lascar strong types of n-tuples over c'. 
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Finally, if E(x, y; c) is a c-invariant equivalence relation, we can form the invariant 
equivalence relation E'ix,z\;y,zi) defined by E'{a\b\; a^bi) if b\ = bi and either 
b\ \fc tp(c/0) or E(ai,a2',bi). Then E' is type-definable over the empty set and 
E(a,b\c) if and only if E'iac \bc). 
This motivates the following definition: 
DEFINITION 3.1. We let g""(JT) c TE{S£) be the closure under first order opera-
tions of g'(jr) and equivalence relations E'{x, z\; y, z-i), where E(a,b; c) is equality 
of Lascar strong types over c. 
It follows from the discussion preceding the definition that W*{SF) is countable. 
The main point achieved is the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let %* = %*{5?) and a G <£. The types tpL**(a/bclg''(C)) are 
stationary. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality (by simplicity), we may assume that C is finite, 
which we write c. Since Lascar strong types over c are stationary, it is enough to show 
that if b f= tpL ¥. (a/bclg"{c)), then Lstp(a/c) = Lstp(6/c). Let E'ix,zx;y,zi) G 
W* be such that Lstp(a/c) = Lstp(J/c) if and only if E'iac; be). Then, the type 
tp i r * Hac/E')/c) is bounded by definition of Lascar strong types, so the element 
ac/E' G bef" (c), so the formula F'E{x, c) = ac/E' belongs to tp£r* [a/bclg" (c)), 
and so bc/E' = ac/E', which implies that Lstp(a/c) = Lstp(6/c), which is what 
we wanted. -\ 
Suppose that p G Sat(£) is a free extension of p \ A for some finite A C C. By p 
we denote also the unique extension of p over C8" We write Cb * {p, A) for aA/E', 
where E' is as above and a |= p \ M for some model A C M C £. Notice that 
this does not depend on the choice of a or M and that Cb*{p,A) e i c / r (y4). 
From the proof of the previous theorem, it follows that p \ A \J {Cb*ip,A)} 
is stationary. Notice also that Cbip) (as defined in the previous section) and 
Cb*(p,A) are interdefinable over A: If / is an automorphism of G?* and it fixes 
A U {Cb*ip,A)}, then by stationarity, it fixes p. Thus it fixes Cbip), and so 
Cb{p) 6 dcls {A U {Cb*ip,A)}). For the other direction, suppose that there is 
an automorphism / of £r* such that it fixes A and Cb {p) but moves Cb*ip,A). 
Let a and M be as in the definbition of Cb*ip,A) and let b realize f(p) \ M. 
Since now Lstp(Z>//4) ^ Lstp(fe//4), tp(b/M) ^ tp(a/M) and t hus / (p ) ^ ^ which 
contradicts the fact that f(Cb(p)) = Cb (p). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let p e Sat(£). Then p has a canonical basis Cbip) e £ r . 
Furthermore: 
(1) ^ is a free extension of p \ A if and only if Cb ip) G ^ c / r (A). 
(2) J / C 6 (jp) G dclg {A) then p is a free extension of p \ A andp \ A is stationary 
and the converse holds if A is finite. 
PROOF. First, p extends uniquely to Sat(£r*), so we may assume that p is in fact 
in Sat(£?")• (1): Assume first that p is a free extension of p \ A, then p is a free 
extension of p \ C for some finite C C A. By the observation above, Cbip) e 
bcf'iA) iCb*ip, C) G bcf{C) and Cbip) e d c / ^ C U {CZ>*(j3, C)})). 
For the converse, if CZ? (p) G fec/^* U ) , then Cb (p) G /?c/r* (C) for some finite 
C C A (see [HyLe]). Since p does not split over Cbip), there are only boundedly 
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many types to which automorphisms of €g' which fix C can move p. So p does 
not Lascar split over C. 
(2): Suppose that Cb (p) e dclw (A). By (1), p is a free extension of p \ A. We 
need to show that p \ A is stationary. For this let B C A be finite such that p is 
a free extension of/? |" 5 . Then by the observation above, Cb*{p,B) e dclg (A) 
and so there is only one extension of p \ A to a type over AU {Cb*(p,B)}. Since 
/? f A U {C6 *(/», 5 )} is stationary, also p \ A must be stationary. 
For the converse, assume that p is a free extension of p \ A, p \ A is stationary 
and A is finite. Then f{p) = p for all automorphisms / of €g* that fix A. So by 
the definition of canonnical bases, f(Cb (p)) = Cb (p) for all such automorphisms 
and thus Cb (p) e dcf (A). H 
We point out that in (2), finiteness of A was needed because del may behave 
unexpectedly in excellent classes, i.e., a may not be in del (A) even if f(a) = a for 
all automorphisms that fix A. If A is finite, this can not happen. 
By expanding co-times, as in the end of the previous section, but closing under 
%*{%'), instead of %{3£), we can obtain an atomic, excellent, simple class with 
canonical bases and such that types over the bounded closure of sets are all station-
ary. We call the resulting expanded language Leq again (it can also be obtained in 
one step) and the resulting class Xeq. We then have: 
THEOREM 3.4 (Canonical Basis Theorem). Let X be an excellent, atomic class in 
a countable language and of finite U-rank. Then there exists a simple, excellent, 
atomic expansion 3Veq, in a countable language, which has canonical bases such that: 
(1) For any a and C in €eq, the typetpLeq(a/bcleq(C)) is stationary. 
(2) If p € Sat(£) then the canonical basis Cb (p) has the following properties: 
(a) p is free over C if and only if Cb (p) € bcleq(C); 
(b) if C is finite, then p is free over C and p \ C is stationary if and only if 
Cb (p) € dcleq(C) if and only if p is definable over C ifandonly if p does 
not split over C. 
PROOF. As before, types in Sat(Ce*) are determined at a finite stage of the con-
struction. So just repeat the proof of Theorem 3.3. H 
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